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Functional and transparent
This chair has got it all: lots of functions,
top design, ergonomics…

Headrest (optional)
- PU or upholstered (surcharge)
- height adjustable
- can be inclined
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Dynamic Backrest
- Adjustable with
• 2D Mesh (standard)
• 3D Mesh (optional)
• textile/leather cover (optional)
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Lumbar Support (optional)
- height adjustable
- height- and depth adjustable with AIR PLUS
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Synchrone Mechanism
- with great opening angle for comfortable
seating in the relaxed position, adjustable
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Anatomically contured seat upholstery
- for good seating comfort
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Multifunctional Armrests (optional)
- with soft padding
- can be retrofitted
- height- and width adjustable (type 2)
- in addition: depth adjustable,
swiveling (type 4 and 5)
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Seat Height Adjustment
- infinitely (standard)
- with shock absorbing system
in lowest seating position (optional)
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Tension Control
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- laterally adjustable to suit bodyweight
- infinitely
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Seat Depth Adjustment

ROVO XN
5070

- with sliding seat
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Seat Angle Adjustment (optional)
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- adjustable (0° / -4°)
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Design Five Star Base
- plastic base black (standard)
- aluminium polished (optional)
or silver version (optional)
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Locking Dual Wheel Castors
- for soft flooring (standard)
- for hard flooring (optional)
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ROVO XN 5060

ROVO XN 5060

Swivel chair with 2D-Mesh-Back
and plastic base.

Swivel chair with 3D-Mesh-Back, lumbar
support (AIR PLUS), aluminium base silver
and multifunctional armrests type 4.

genuine
leather

ROVO XN 5450 A

Swivel chair with covered back, lumbar support
(AIR PLUS), upholstered headrest, aluminium base
polished and multifunctional armrests type 5.

Cantilever, stackable. Chrome frame,
2D-Mesh-Back.

EN

Mesh cover for backrests:
We offer 4 colours of 2D- and 3D-Mesh covers

grey

Try it out – at a dealer near you:

Lumbar Support AIR PLUS:
(optional)
Air Plus is the orthopaedic
air cushion lumbar support
system that can be individually adjusted. The chair
becomes like custom-made
and supports a healthy
sitting posture and prevents
back problems.

5
YEARS
WARRANTY

Colour samples from the large fabric selection:

white

3-95 apple green

5-01 leather red

Colours may vary due to printing technology · Subject to design changes.
FA/150g BVS/7.07/5’/460245 Printed in Germany

genuine
leather

ROVO XN 5070

black

Design flexibility for the
seat: (optional)
The seat sides can be in
black with certain fabrics
to get a colour contrast
(see front page).

